Print Form

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS:
Completed Administrative Certificate of Appropriateness form
Photo of the front of the structure and additional photos of area(s) of work
Site Plan
Specifications of materials to be used
Samples of materials, paint colors, finishes, and/or fabrics
FEES: Signage applications: $100, Commercial Projects: $100
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS - ADMINISTRATIVE APPROVAL:
Applications for certain minor alterations, additions, ordinary repairs, or maintenance may be reviewed and
approved administratively by the historic preservation officer without review by the historic and design review
commission. For those activities which constitute minor alterations, additions, repairs, or maintenance refer to the
City of San Antonio's United Development Code, Chapter 35, Article 2, Sec. 35-61.
Examples of work include:
- General repair and replacement using the same material and design as the original and not requiring
structural modifications
- Replacement of a non-historic characteristic with new that is in keeping with the character and era in which the
structure was built
- Removal of non-historic windows to replace with windows that match the original windows as closely as possible
in material and design
- Rear additions under 200 sq. ft. using same (non-historic) material as existing structure as well as existing roof
ridgeline for non-contributing structures; must include plans with specifications
- Repainting of exterior with same colors or new which are consistent with the district or landmark characteristics
- Minor landscaping with 50% or less square feet of front yard replacement, back yard landscaping, installation of
parking pads under 144 square feet, driveways less than 12' in width and consistent with guidelines, and sidewalks
with contextually appropriate placement
- Removal of chain link, plywood, or vinyl fencing, replaced with wood, wrought iron, garden loop or masonry
- Signage change in content or configuration (re-facing) that does not involve changes in sign location, dimensions,
lighting or total sign area or signage consistent with approved master signage plan.
- Construction of rear ADA ramp, rear porch, rear deck, or swimming pool in back yard

